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We compare two versions of the phase-field theory for polycrystalline solidification, both relying on the concept of orientation 

fields: one by Kobayashi et al. [Physica D 140 (2000) 141] and the other by Henry et al. [Phys. Rev. B 86 (2012) 054117]. Setting 

the model parameters so that the grain boundary energies and the time scale of grain growth are comparable in the two models, we 

first study the grain coarsening process including the limiting grain size distribution, and compare the results to those from experi-

ments on thin films, to the models of Hillert, and Mullins, and to predictions by multiphase-field theories. Next, following earlier 

work by Gránásy et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 88 (2002) 206105; Phys. Rev. E 72 (2005) 011605], we extend the orientation field to the 

liquid state, where the orientation field is made to fluctuate in time and space, and employ the model for describing of multi-dendritic 

solidification, and polycrystalline growth, including the formation of “dizzy” dendrites disordered via the interaction with foreign 

particles.          
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1. Introduction 

 

A substantial fraction of the solid materials human civiliza-

tion relies on is polycrystalline. This includes technical alloys, 

minerals, medicines, certain types of food, etc. Polycrystalline 

matter is composed of crystallites, whose size, shape, and com-

position distributions define its properties. These features are 

determined during solidification, and may be influenced by the 

conditions of freezing and subsequent heat treatments. The de-

sire to control these features drives materials scientists towards 

investigating the associated phenomena.  

It has been established experimentally that during the time 

evolution of thin metallic films, the distribution of grain sizes 

approaches a steady state characterized by a “limiting grain size 

distribution” (LGSD) [1], which can be well approximated by 

a lognormal distribution as proposed by Feltham [2]. Other 

models by Mullins [3] and Hillert [4] predict different func-

tional forms for LGSD in 2D. The problem of grain coarsening 

has been addressed by multi-order parameter [5-7] and multi-

phase-field [8, 9] models that assign a separate order parameter 

or phase field to every crystal grain. While the predictions are 

fairly close to each other, they seem to differ perceptibly from 

the experiments. Remarkably, a simple dynamical density func-

tional theory, known as the “Phase-Field Crystal” (PFC) model 

[10, 11], recovers the experimental LGSD nearly perfectly [12]. 

As in the experiments, the effect of different physical phenom-

ena shaping the LGSD cannot be separated in the PFC simula-

tions. In this situation, a comparison of different models may 

contribute to the identification of the governing phenomena. 

Along this line, herein, we investigate the LGSD emerging 

from phase-field models that rely on an orientation field, (r,t), 

to describe the crystallographic orientation of the individual 

grains [13]. 

The orientation field models can be divided into two cate-

gories: the earlier approaches introduced a free energy term 

proportional to ||, as proposed by Kobayashi and coworkers 

[14-16] (KWC model henceforth). Its variants have been ap-

plied for a broad range of solidification phenomena including 

the formation of multiple dendrites [17, 18], disordered 

(“dizzy”) dendrites [19], grain rotation [15], fractal growth 

forms [18], and spherulitic solidification [20, 21]. Another ap-

proach has been put forward recently by Henry et al. [22] (HMP 

model henceforth), in which the free energy contribution from 

the orientation field is proportional to ()2, with a coefficient 

that is singular in the solid phase. It has not yet been established 

whether the latter model is capable of reproducing polycrystal-

line growth forms that result from the emergence of new grains 

at the perimeter as growth proceeds. Following [20, 21], we 

term this phenomenon of creating new grains at the perimeter 

Growth Front Nucleation (GFN).  

In the present paper we address two problems: (i) we inves-

tigate the form of LGSD in the orientation field models (KWC 

and HMP); and (ii) we explore whether it is possible to capture 

the GFN mechanisms leading to polycrystalline growth within 

the HMP model. For the latter purpose we employ a binary ver-

sion of the HMP model [13]. 

 

2. The orientation field models 

 
In the phase-field models relying on the concept of orienta-

tion field, the local state of matter is characterized by a coarse-

grained structural order parameter, the phase field , monitor-

ing the crystal-liquid transition, and an additional field,   (a 

scalar angular field in 2D), which shows the local crystallo-

graphic orientation relative to the laboratory frame. These 

fields are usually coupled to other slowly evolving fields, such 

as the concentration field, c. The free energy of the inhomoge-

neous system can then be expressed as 
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where 2 and W are parameters related to the excess free en-

ergy and the thickness of the equilibrium solid-liquid interface. 

The function s = s (, ) = 1 + s0 cos[k   2] assigns 

anisotropy to the interface free energy (of k-fold symmetry). 

Here  = arctan[()y/()x] is the orientation of the interface, 

whereas  is the local crystallographic orientation. Both  and 

 are normalized so that they vary between 0 and 1. The bulk 

free energy density, fbulk, varies between those for the solid and 

liquid phases (fs and fl, respectively) as prescribed by the inter-

polating function p(): 
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In the single component case (Sections 4.1 and 4.2), fs and fl, 

stand for the free energy densities of the pure material at the 

given temperature, whereas in the binary case (Section 4.3), fs 

and fl were taken from the ideal solution model. 

The orientation field models KWC and HMP differ in the 

form of the orientational free energy density, fori as follows: 
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where r() =  4, and q() = (7 3
  6 4)/(1  )3, while the 

coefficients H tune the strength of the respective gradient 

terms. 

The time evolution of the three fields are described by the 

usual variational equations of motion (EOMs): 
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where i-s are noise terms representing the thermal fluctuations. 

The mobilities M and Mc are defined in [13, 20, 21] and to 

allow for the freezing of orientational disorder in the solid, we 

used 
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where the



M
i
-s are the mobilities of the orientation field in the 

liquid phase. The (1  )3 multiplier in Eq. (10) compensates 

for the diverging driving force of orientational ordering, which 

emerges from the singular coupling function q() in Eq. (5). As 

a result, similar time scales are expected for the evolution of the 

orientation field in the two models. 

 

3. Numeric solutions and materials parameters 

 
The EOMs were solved numerically using finite difference 

discretization with explicit forward Euler time stepping on rec-

tangular grids of various sizes, while prescribing periodic 

boundary conditions. Parallel codes were implemented for 

CPU clusters and GPU cards. The computations were per-

formed on a CPU cluster consisting of 740 CPU cores, and on 

35 GPU cards of various types.  

In computations for the single component case, properties 

of pure Ni were used, whereas in the binary case we employed 

the data for Cu-Ni system taken from Ref. [17].  

 

4. Results and Discussion 

 
4.1. Grain boundaries in the orientation field models 

 

First, we investigate the structure of the solid-solid interface 

(grain boundary) at two substantially different misorientations 

( = 0.1 and 0.5) of the neighboring crystals. The results for 

the KWC and HMP models are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respec-

tively. In agreement with previous work [16, 22], a misfit de-

pendent depression of the phase field is observed at the grain 
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Fig. 1. Phase field and orientation field profiles through the grain 

boundary in the KWC and HMP models, corresponding to  = 0.5 

and 0.1 in Figure 2. 

 
 

Fig. 2. Grain boundary energy in the KWC and HMP models as func-

tion of the misorientation angle . A good match of the two curves 

is obtained with the choice of H1 = 4.6 J/m2 and H2 = H = 9.37×10-10 

J/m. For high angles, the grain boundary energies approach the value 

of twice the solid-liquid interface energy SL, as expected. 
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boundary. The two models display qualitatively similar behav-

ior, although the HMP model has a slightly sharper interface 

under the same conditions. We found that the respective grain 

boundary energies are comparable.  

  

4.2. Grain coarsening 

 

To study grain coarsening, we produced a polycrystalline 

initial state via placing supercritical seeds randomly in time and 

space in the simulations box analogously to the procedure pro-

posed by Simmons et al. [23], which process lead eventually to 

a full crystallization of the simulation box. We used the depres-

sions in the phase-field map to identify the crystal grains (Fig. 

3), and determined their size distribution. In agreement with 

previous results, after a transient we have observed a steady 

state limiting grain size distribution (LGSD). The results for the 

KWC and HMP models are compared with the experiments in 

Fig. 4 upper panel. While the qualitative features of the LGSD 

from the two model are comparable, yet they deviate from the 

experiment perceptibly. For comparison, we also present the 

theoretical predictions by Mullins [3, 12] and Hillert [4]. Re-

markably, the predictions from the orientation field models are 

considerably closer to the experiments than these theories (Fig. 

4, central panel). We also recall results from the multiphase-

field theories by Kim et al. [8], Schaffnit et al. [9], and Tóth et 

al. [24] (Fig. 4 lower panel). Apparently, the LGSDs from the 

orientation field theories are comparable to those from the mul-

tiphase-field models of Kim et al. and Schaffnit et al. Of these 

coarse grained phase-field models, apparently the one by Tóth 

et al. approximates the experimental results the best, still it is 

much less successful than the PFC [12]: it overestimates the 

population of the small clusters considerably, and underesti-

mates the height of the peak. Summarizing, further work is 

needed to clarify which feature of the PFC model makes it pos-

sible to recover the experimental LGSD so accurately. This 

goal might be achieved by varying the model parameters in the 

other models, while observing the respective changes in the 

LGSD.       

 

4.3. Polycrystalline solidification in HMP 

 

While the KWC model and its descendants have been 

widely used to address various aspects of polycrystalline solid-

ification [13–21], there are only few studies [22] regarding the 

abilities of the HMP model in this area. Extending the orienta-

tion field to the liquid and making it fluctuate in time and space 

as in Ref. [21], noise induced nucleation of crystals with a ran-

dom orientation has been realized. Snapshots of the orientation 

field of such process is shown for Cu-Ni in Fig. 5. [An aniso-

tropic interface free energy of four-fold symmetry (k = 4) has 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Nucleation, growth, and grain coarsening in 2D within the 

KWC model. Snapshots of the phase field taken at 5104, 1.5105, 

5105, and 4106 time steps are shown. The properties of Ni have 

been used. 10242 sections of a 40962 simulation are displayed.    

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Limiting grain size distribution (LGSD) for grain coarsening 

in 2D. Upper panel: orientation field theories (KWC and HMP) vs. 

experiment; central panel: theoretical predictions by the models of 

Mullins, Hillert, and PFC simulations [12] vs. experiment; lower 

panel: multiphase-field theories vs. experiment. The experiments on 

thin films are represented by a lognormal distribution that describes 

the experimental data accurately (see Fig. A1 by Barmak et al. [1],  

= 0.5, and  = 0.12). 
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been assumed, with s0 = 0.1.] The corresponding Johnson-

Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov analysis yields an Avrami-Kolmo-

gorov exponent m = 2.90  0.04, a value that falls close to m = 

3 corresponding to steady state nucleation combined with 2D 

steady state growth, found under similar circumstances for the 

KWC model [17]. 

Next, we investigated whether the interaction with foreign 

particles can be handled within the HMP in a similar way as it 

was done in the case of the KWC model [19]. Here, the foreign 

particles were handled as ‘orientation pinning centers’, i.e., ran-

domly positioned pixels, of random but fixed orientation, 

where the phase field is 0. A polycrystalline growth form 

evolved in such system is shown in Fig. 6 that displays the com-

position-, phase-, and orientations field maps. As in the case of 

the KWC model, the foreign particles interact with the growing 

dendrite tips, so that they turn into a modified direction that fits 

better to the orientation of the foreign particle, after creating a 

grain boundary, a heterogeneous (particle induced) realization 

of growth front nucleation. As a result, a disordered (termed 

‘dizzy’) dendrite evolves with arms growing into directions that 

are not consistent with the orientation of the initial seed. 

Work is underway to clarify, whether the homogeneous 

modes of GFN observed in the case of the KWC model can also 

be realized within the HMP approach.     

 

5. Summary 

 
We have compared the behavior of two phase-field ap-

proaches (KWC and HMP described in Refs. [14-16] and [22], 

respectively) that rely on an orientation field to capture the lo-

cal crystallographic orientation. We have shown the following: 

   

(i) The two models yield qualitatively similar profiles 

for the grain boundaries. 

 

(ii) The limiting grain size distributions predicted by 

the KWC and HMP are similar, and are close to 

those from the multiphase models of Kim et al. [8] 

and Schaffnit et al. [9], but deviate perceptibly 

from the experimental results for thin metallic 

films [1]. 

 

(iii) Adding noise to the equations of motion to repre-

sent fluctuations, in HMP simulations we observe 

nucleation and dendritic growth, with an Avrami-

Kolmogorov exponent of m = 2.90  0.04, close to 

the value corresponding to steady state nucleation 

accompanied with 2D steady state growth, a result 

also emerging from the KWC model under similar 

conditions [17]. 

  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Nucleation and growth in 2D within the HMP model. Snap-

shots of the orientation field taken at 25 000, 35 000, 60 000, and 155 

000 time steps are shown. The properties of Cu-Ni have been used. 

The EOMs have been solved on a 61442 grid. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Interaction of a growing dendrite with foreign particles represented by ‘orientation pinning centers’ (see text) in the HMP model. From left 

to right: composition-, phase-field-, and orientation maps are shown. As a result of tip deflection, first described experimentally and theoretically 

in Ref. [19], the dendrite tips change direction when hitting a foreign particle. In the presence of high particle density this leads to a polycrystalline 

growth form, in which arms may grow in directions that are not consistent with the orientation of the original seed. The properties of Cu-Ni were 

used. The EOMs have been solved on a 15362 grid.      
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(iv) We have demonstrated that analogously to the pre-

diction of the KWC model, in the HMP model, the 

interaction of dendrite tips with foreign particles 

(represented by orientation pinning centers) lead to 

the formation of disordered (‘dizzy’) dendrites. 
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